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Abstract:— Nowadays children already exposed to the new technology and experience excellent learning adventures. Many studies have found that these new and emerging technologies could help children build their discipline and self-motivation. However, the number of studies that address interaction ability and pattern formation in writing mathematical number among kindergarten children are still limited. Designing children computer applications adapted to the capabilities of children is an important part of the today software development methodology. Thus, in this study, an investigation of children aged 5 to 6 years old writing ability in mathematical numbers with and without a computer software was investigated. Total 40 children from a kindergarten in Skudai, Johor were involved in the study. In the first study, the results show that the highest frequency of mirror-writings and formation writings of each error were number letter “7” (more than 53%) and the number letter “8” (more than 32%). Moreover, in the second study, the result show that the highest frequency of drop error and drawing error for each error was number letter “5” (more than 40%) and number letter “7” (more than 30%). However, the frequency of each error is differing due to the high different variability of each number letter. This study reports on the identified children’s interaction ability in writing mathematical numbers. The implications of these findings might encourage and establishing children requirements in designing children writing mathematical educational tool and application more effectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION

For many years children are introduced to computer technology and have experienced excellent learning adventures. Many studies have proven that children show ensuring capability in the design process at various stages [20]. However, children remain excluded in the software application design process. Children are not given enough opportunity to share their thoughts, feeling and requirements for technologies which they will interact with [21]. Thus, most of the application either fail to establish the interaction design or are not child-friendly [22]. Children’s requirements are different from adults. Children may play a significant role in the technology design process [26]. Druin [27] had previously suggested a framework that suggesting the level of childrens participation in the software design process (Fig. 1). Children can play four different roles in the design process; user, tester, informant or design partner. The growing rings indicates that as one moves from user to design partner, each role incorporates the one before it and becomes extensive and more involved [25]. Software designers and developers need to learn how to attract and acknowledge children development and changes. Therefore, the establishment of child’s requirements and needs should be considered in building related technology and applying for them [14, 23-25]. Child Trends Databank had reported that use of the computer in school has had rapidly grow in early childhood education [8]. Many researchers reported that computer mouse is the most suitable input device for children but limited to certain tasks [9, 10]. For instance, click on a button and dragging computer mouse was difficult to perform by children. It was due to demand more motor skill and eye-hand coordination. Most of the computer mouse interaction involves drag-and-drop and click-move-click [9, 11-13].

Elementary of mathematics is important in early childhood education [1] and research on children writing skill have increased attention over last two decades [2]. When children begin starting to learn writing, most of all children indicate the situation of reverse or wrong direction in writing some single letter [3]. A reverse of a single letter is known as mirror writing. For instance, number letter of 9 had been written as “e” or letter of 3 was written as “C”. Many researchers focus on mirror writing study but less of researchers focusing on wrong direction writing [4-7]. Investigation on how children write mathematical number benefit to early childhood development. Although current computer technologies are believed to have advantages, little has been done to understand how to design a children computer interaction to facilitate children’s in learning mathematical numbers. Therefore, evaluation to identify children interaction problem occur in writing mathematical number is important in designing children technology. In this paper, we report from two different studies on the interactions ability and pattern formation of children in
writing mathematical numbers. Each study involved 20 children that participated in the evaluations tasks. The first study evaluation based on the paper-based prototype. The second study focuses on interaction evaluation based on the computer-based prototype.

2 Method

2.1 Study A
This study used to observe and revised how children writing mathematical numbers through paper-based. The aims of the study were: How much time spends to write the mathematical number? And identify the problems when children write mathematical number without a computer?

A. Participants
20 children (9 boys and 11 girls) at the age of 5 to 6 years old (M, mean=5.38, SD=0.56) participated. All of these children had been teaching to writing the mathematical number from number 0 to 9 in kindergarten. 15 children are right-handle while another 5 children are left-handle. One of the participant results had been excluded due to her result was not in the range of obtained data. The children were not aware of a pack of snack, as compensation will be given for their involvement in this study.

2.2 Study B
Our experiment is to identify and study the problem of children in writing the mathematical number with and without the computer. Therefore, study B was to study the identity problems occur when children write the mathematical number with the computer. In particular, we wanted to evaluate time taken to write each number letter and identify the problem occur using the computer mouse to write number letter.

A. Participants
This time 20 children (13 boys and 7 girls) at the age of 5 to 6 years old (M, mean=5.42, SD=0.35) participated as test subjects in the experiment. All of these children had been teaching to writing the mathematical number from number 0 to 9 in kindergarten. The effect of controlling computer mouse either by left-handers or right handle is not taken into account in this study because the other researchers showed that no different between them [15-17]. In addition, 20 children were right-handle in controlling the computer mouse. One of the children got the experiences of using the computer because he has been attended computer class before. Moreover, this participant is well performed with the computer but his result was well within the range of obtained data to analyses. Additional, [18] noted that for younger children (5-6 years old) previous experience does not influential on mouse performance. The children were not aware of that, a pack of snack, as compensation will be given for their involvement in this study.

B. Procedures and Task
The experiment conducted in a small room provided by the headmaster of kindergarten to avoid interferes from the other children. Children have been given an explanation and ensure they cleared with what they needed to do before the experiment started. A video recorder had been used to record children’s’ activities during the tasks has. Children had to write the mathematical number through computer mouse only neither keyboard nor both simultaneously are not allowed in this study. Participants are allowed to put the mouse in any place that they felt comfortable to use on it (Fig 3).

3 Results
A. Study A: Writing Mathematical Number in Paper-Based Prototype
The total of 190 productions produces by 19 participants in this Study (19 children x 10 number letters). Average times taken for each mathematical number letter are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number Letter</th>
<th>Time (in second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>21.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As it can be seen, the average of times in writing number letter “1” was the shortest compared to writing number letter “8”. According to these result, the time taken to write number letter for (1,3,6,7,9) is less than 3s while writing number letter for (0,2,4,5,8) is require more time to write. Based on the observation, when children write the mathematical number through paper-based prototype, it found that there were two types of errors occurs. These errors are known as mirror writing error and formation writing error. Mirror writing is a direction that is a reverse of number letter. For example, mathematical number letter of 9 had been written as “১”, letter of 3 was written as “৩”. Formation writing is the wrong direction of starting point and end point such as starting letter from the bottom, right to left or even going back and filling in missing parts of the number letters. For example in writing number letter “1”, the correct formation of writing number letter “1” was started from the top to bottom, but the children perform in different ways. In task 1, two children tended to write in reverse direction in writing the letter “1”. Out of 190 productions, it consists of 109 (57.37%) correct writings, 44 (23.16%) mirror-writings, 25 (12.16%) incorrect formation writing and 12 (6.31%) others (both mirror writing and incorrect formation writing or incorrect letter). The frequency of mirror writing and formation writing for each number letter is shown in Fig 4. In particular, the highest percentage of mirror-writings of the number letter “7” (more than 53%) compared to number letters “1”, “8” and “0” which have no (0%) mirror writing error. Fig 5 show the sample output of mirror writing performed by children during the study.

As it can be seen, the average of times in writing number letter “1” was the shortest compared to writing number letter “5”. According to these result, the time taken to write number letter for (0,1,7) is less than 15s while writing number letter for (2,3,4,5,6,8,9) is require more time to write. Based on the observation, when children write the mathematical number through computer-based prototype, it found that there were two types of errors occurs in using the computer mouse. These errors are known as drop error and drawing error. Drop error occur when dropped the objects before reaching the end point while drawing error is children write outside of the specific area.

![Fig. 5. Samples of mirror writing for number letter 2,3,4,7 and 9](image)

Next, the highest percentage of formation writing of the number letter “8” (more than 32%) contrast with number letter “3” and “6” which have no (0%) formation writing error. Fig 6 show the sample output of writing performs by children during the study.

![Fig. 6. Samples of formation writing for number letter 1 and 8](image)

### B. Study B: Writing Mathematical Number in Computer-Based Prototype

Before discussing the result, it is important to emphasis that in this study we focus on the interaction of children in controlling the computer mouse to write the mathematical number. Average times taken for each mathematical number letter are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number Letter</th>
<th>Time (in second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it can be seen, the average of times in writing number letter “1” was the shortest compared to writing number letter “9”. According to these result, the time taken to write number letter for (0,1,7) is less than 15s while writing number letter for (2,3,4,5,6,8,9) is require more time to write. Based on the observation, when children write the mathematical number through computer-based prototype, it found that there were two types of errors occurs in using the computer mouse. These errors are known as drop error and drawing error. Drop error occur when dropped the objects before reaching the end point while drawing error is children write outside of the specific area.

---

MW – Mirror Writing  
FW – Formation Writing  
Others - Both Mirror and Formation writing or incorrect

![Fig. 4. Percentage of each error for each number letter](image)
The frequency of drop error and drawing error for each number letter is shown in Fig 7. In particular, the highest percentage of drop error in writing number letter “5” (more than 40%) compare with number letters “1” and “7” which have no (0%) dropping error. Fig 8 shown the sample output of drop error performs by children during the study. Next, the highest percentage of drawing error of the number letter “7” (more than 30%) compare to the low percentage of drawing error of some of the number letter (less than 10% for number letter 2, 4, 9 and 0). Fig 9 show the sample output of formation writing performs by children during the study.

Fig. 7 Percentage of interaction error occur for each mathematical number

Fig. 8 Samples of drop error for number letter 2, 3, 5 and 9

Fig. 9 Samples of drawing error for number letter 3, 8 and 9

4 Conclusion

This paper has reported from two different studies on children ability in performing writing mathematical number with and without the computer. The first study revealed that evaluation of time taken and identifies the problem of children in writing the mathematical number. Mirror writing is typical occur in the developing children [20]. The result showed that average of 23% of children occurs mirror writing problem, 13% of children occur formation writing problem and 6% of children occur both mirror and formation writing problem. The frequency of percentage for each error is different for each mathematical number letter. However, from the observation, we found that many students occur formation-writing problem while writing the mathematical number. Formation writing is very important in children development, it may occur children learning ability problem in future. But there are fewer researchers were focusing on writing formation error. The correct number formation guide as shown following:

Fig. 10 Number letter formation guide (provided by kindergarten teacher)

As our prediction time taken in writing mathematical number though computer-based prototype will take longer time compare to paper-based prototype was true. This was due to children are not familiar with using the computer mouse and less motor ability in controlling the computer mouse. Moreover, we also found that some children are used to turn their paper when writing the mathematical number. It seems like they prefer in moving the paper compared to moving their hand to write the mathematical number. Next, the second study revealed that evaluation and identify the computer mouse interaction while writing the mathematical number. The result showed that average of 20% of children occur drop error, 17% of children occur drawing and 7% of children occur both drop and drawing error. Time taken to write number letter 0, 1 and 7 were less compare to another mathematical number, this was due to these number letters require less movement or less different angle to control the computer mouse. However, for number letter “5” is the most difficult number which requires more different angle to move the computer mouse. Moreover, we also found that when children felt difficult in controlling the computer mouse, they use two hands to move the computer mouse to write the mathematical number. Some of the children felt frustrated in using the computer mouse, but they still want to play again using the computer to learn to write the mathematical number. It can be concluded that all the student able to write the mathematical number with and without the computer. It requires more time when children perform writing through using the computer mouse. We found that most of the children are agree that using the computer to learn to write mathematical number is more fun and enjoyable compared to paper-based prototype. They felt more excited and motivate to use the computer to learn the mathematical number. In order to enhance children interaction performance with the computer, it is suggested an alternative input modality technology in assist children with education technology. Future study should conduct to found out the applicable and suitable devices for children before implementing.
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